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Abstract
With the explosive growth of the web information, acquiring the target information
quickly, precisely and effectively in a large number of network information is restricted by
many factors. In response to it, this paper analyzed the key technician part in the network
information search engine-web crawler technology and proposed a network information
target search model based on the web vertical crawler system with discussion on the
implementation of the corresponding search strategy. Firstly, it builds the structure of the
web crawler system and analyzes different function models. Next, it discusses some
crucial problems including the options of deleting duplicated URL, the strategies to
choose duplicated URL deletion method and the control model of error probability
estimate model to acquire the closest network information to the target information.
Finally, it verifies and discusses the operability and effectiveness of the model and the
implementation strategy through case study.
Keywords: Web Vertical Crawler System, Network Information, Target Search Model,
Target Search Strategy, Search Engine

1. Introduction
As the computer science technology and Internet technology is developing rapidly,
network information shows an explosive growth. Thus, it’s important to acquire the target
information quickly, precisely and effectively [1-2]. In response to it, many experts and
scholars have studied and analyzed the search algorithm, search model, search tool and
search system of the network information[3-5], which has obtained a series of research
results. It enables people to develop search engine technology and related tools and
systems [6-8]. However, the customers sometimes need the information to be specific.
Although using the traditional search engine algorithm, technology and tool can acquire
the expected network information, its efficiency and accuracy are limited because the
search is based on key word. Thus, web crawler technology, which can acquire the web
information based on the customers’ needs and search the entire network, has become the
research focus [9-11]. Based on the existing research results, this paper discusses and
analyzes the path planning, error control, strategy implementation of the search as well
the realization of the system.

2. Build the Structure of the Web Vertical Crawler System
From a narrow point of view, web crawler technology uses standard HTTP protocol to
traverse the World Wide Web information, whose main goal is to download the page on
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the Internet to local and form an image copy of the Internet information. Besides, the
fetching strategy, namely the sequence of the URL ready to be fetched, is also an
important problem. So the basic procedure of realizing web crawler is: firstly pick up the
seed URL, then download the URL to a specific web, finally find the link and process the
page. This paper builds the basic structure of the web vertical crawler system based on the
above procedure, as is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Basic Structure of the Web Crawler System
The Structure Consists of Four Models:
(1) Downloader module: it mainly downloads the page and prepare for further
processing. This system uses Apache HttpClient as download tool.
(2) Page-processor module: it parses the page and extracts the useful information to the
user, including extract URL, acquire the information on the page. Meanwhile, it also finds
out the URL of the pages to be downloaded, which will be used for further download.
(3) Scheduler module: it manages the URL to be fetched and the sequence of the URL
as well as deletes the duplicated URL. Using Bloom Filter can effectively delete the
duplicated URL. For small-scale fetch, it only takes little RAM to store a large number of
URLs.
(4）Pipeline module: It processes the fetched data and persists them into the data base
or files, where the users can define them at their own will by the support of different
implement interfaces. They can choose their own way to persist them, such as store them
into data base or files, or output it to the console.

3. The Options and Strategies to Delete the Duplicated URL in the Web
Vertical Crawler System
3.1. The Options to Delete the Duplicated URL
To avoid the scheduler modular fetching the pages repeatedly, deleting the duplicated
URL, namely get rid of the links of the pages that have already been fetched, must be
considered. This paper uses MySQL database to delete the duplicated URL. It uses the
md5 value of the URL as the only index. It processes the input information by 512-bit
group, and every group is further divided into 16 32-bit groups. After a series of
processing, the output of the algorithm consists of 4 32-bit groups, which can form a 128bit hashed value after cascade. This makes the search quicker and the table structure
simpler. The algorithm comprises the following implementing steps:
Step1 filling: divide 512 by the length (bit) of the input information; if the residue is
not 448, then we should fill it to be 448. The method is to fill a 1 and in 0. After the
filling, the length of the information should be N*512+448(bit).
Step2 Record the length of the information: use 64-bit to store the length of the
information before filling, which is N*512+448+64= (N+1)*512 (bit).
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Step3 Add standard magic number: the physical sequence of the magic number is (A=
(01234567)16, B= (89ABCDEF) 16, C= (FEDCBA98)16, D= (76543210)16), which
corresponds to the definition in the program (A=0X67452301L, B=0XEFCDAB89L,
C=0X98BADCFEL, D=0X10325476L).
Step4 Four-round loop computation: the number of the loop equals to that of the group
(N+1).
Step4.1 Subdivide every 512 byte into 16 groups, making every group 64 Bit (8 byte).
Step4.2 Assume Mj is the number j sub group (from 0 to 15), <<<s means rotating s bit
to the left, and then the four operations is:
FF(a,b,c,d,Mj,s,ti) represents a=b+((a+F(b,c,d)+Mj+ti)<<<s);
GG(a,b,c,d,Mj,s,ti) represents a=b+((a+G(b,c,d)+Mj+ti)<<<s);
HH(a,b,c,d,Mj,s,ti) represents a=b+((a+H(b,c,d)+Mj+ti)<<<s);
II(a,b,c,d,Mj,s,ti) represents a=b+((a+I(b,c,d)+Mj+ti)<<<s).
Step4.3 Proceed four-round computation Figure 1 shows the process.
The first round

The second round

The third round

The fourth round

Step 4.4 after the loop of every round, add a, b, c, d to A, B, C, D respectively and
proceed the next loop.
3.2. Implementation Strategy of Deleting the Duplicated URL
Using MD5 encryption algorithm and MySQL database to deal with the deletion
of the duplicated URL is expected to process a large number of URLs without
taking too much RAM. So this paper uses Bloom Filter to delete the duplicated
URL. In this way, every URL only takes up several bites and has nothing to do with
the length of URL, which can save the RAM greatly. Bloom Filter has a certain rate
of error (e.g. 1/1000 or 1/100, depending on the configuration), which will cause it
miss to crawl some pages, but won’t crawl repeatedly. The rational of its realization
is: assume there is a set S   x1 , x2 , , xn  , containing n elements. Bloom Filter uses
k independent hash function (Hash Function) to reflect every element in the set
to 1, 2, ,m . For any element x , hi( x) will be set as 1(1  i  k ) , ( hi( x) is the
location of the value which is reflected by number i hash function that x used) . But
if a location has been set as 1 many times, then only the first time will count, the
following reflection value will be seen as invalid. When it comes to judging if y
belongs to the set, use hash function k times on y, if the location of all hi( y )
is 1(1  i  k ) , then regard k as an element in the set, otherwise it’s not.

4. The Control Model of the Search Estimate Error Probability of Web
Vertical Crawler
Bloom Filter has a certain rate of error when judging whether an element belongs to its

set. Assume kn  m and every hash function is random. When all the elements in set

S  x1 , x2 ,

, xn 

are reflected to the array of m-bits by hush function, the probability of

'

existing 0 ( p ) is:
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Where m is the probability of any hash function choosing this bite, 
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The approximate formula based on e:
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To make it easier to analyze, set:
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Set  as the proportion of 0 takes in the bit array, then the mathematic expectation
of  :
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。When the value of  is known, the error rate f is:
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Where
is the proportion of 1 takes in the bit array,

is the area where
hush functions with k degree picked 1.
M. Mitzenmacher has proven that the proportion of 0 takes in the bit array intensively
'
distributed around its mathematic expectation value. Thus, add p and p in the equation
(4):
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To determine the number of hash function when the error rate is the lowest, two mutex
reasons of the hash function should be used: If the number of hash function is large, then
the probability of getting 0 when inquiring an element doesn’t belong to the set is large;
on the other hand, if the number of hash function is small, then there will be more 0 in the
bit array. To get the optimization number,

g  k ln 1  e kn / m 

, when g is the minimum,

f will be the minimum, too. So g is:

g 
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According to the symmetry principle, when
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According to the symmetry principle, when
Under the condition that not exceeding a certain error rate, how many bites Bloom
Filter at least need to have in order to represent set of n elements in the full set? Assume
there are u elements in the full set and the maximum error rate is  . X is the set of n
elements from the full set.

FX 

is the bit array of X . Then for any element in the X

x , there would be a definite result when inquiring x in s  F  X  , namely s can accept
x . Obviously, because Bloom Filter introduces error s not only accepts elements
 u  n
X

from

, but also accepts

n   u  n

errors. Thus, for a fixed bit array, it can accept

elements in total, of which the number of s truly represents is n , so a fixed
bit array can represent N sets:
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N 

n


(9)

m
There are 2 different combinations of the m -bits array. So the number of sets they
can represents is M :
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n elements in the full set has altogether  n  sets, so in order to represent all the sets
of n elements, m -bit array must fulfill:
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1
n log 2  
   to
It can be seen that when the error rate is lower than  , m at least needs
n
represent every set of elements.
It can be inferred that when k  ln 2  (m / n) , the error rate f is the minimum. Now
set f   ,

1
1
m  n log 2   / ln 2  n log 2 e  n log 2  
 
 
It can be seen that the results of the equation is

(13)

log 2 e  1.44 times larger than the

1
n log 2  
   , which shows that when the number of hash functions
previous lower bound
m
is the most favorable,
at least has to be 1.44 times larger than the minimum in order to
keep the error rate less than  .

5. Case Validation and Analysis
The experiment uses breadth-first search method to crawl websites. It only needs one
queue to store URL and uses memory data structure to realize URL queue, namely put the
newly found URL to the end of the queue to realize breadth-first search. The web vertical
crawler system provides various implement interfaces， such as store them into json file
or persists them into the data base or files. The latter one, especially, needs users to design
table according to their own need to store the results.
Besides, the main page parsing tool in the experiment is jsoup, which is a parser based
on Java HTML. It can directly parse the URL address and HTML text content in the page.
The API it provided can extract and operate data though DOM, CSS and methods similar
to j Query. Meanwhile, this paper uses regular expression to extract the URL which users
need, so the parsing of the page also supports regular expression. Based on the algorithm
and strategy discussed in the paper, the experiment fetched the news on
http://news.subaonet.com/importnews/ and stored it in the form of json. The regular
expression
of
the
page
information
to
be
fetched
is
(http://news.subaonet.com/importnews/\\d{1,2}\\.\\w*) and (http://news.subaonet.com/[09]+/[0-9]+/[0-9]+\\.\\w*). The screenshot of the experiment results after text and analysis
is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Screenshot of the Search Results of Network Information Based
on Web Crawler System
The file is named after the MD5 encrypted value of the page. Besides, users can extract
the headline; source URL; publish time and other relevant information of the network
information to store them into relevant data structure in database. This paper will not go
into detailed elaboration as the process is similar to the above.

6. Conclusion
It’s hard to search among massive network information. In response to it, this paper
proposes a network information target search model based on the web vertical crawler
system and analyzes search strategy of relevant. This paper analyzes different function
modules on the basis of building a structure of web crawler system. It also goes into
detailed discussion on some crucial problems, including the options of deleting duplicated
URL, the strategies to choose duplicated URL deletion method and the control model of
error probability estimate model to acquire the closest network information to the target
information. Finally, it verifies the operability and effectiveness of the model and the
implementation through case study, providing a new method of search among massive
network information on the Internet.
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